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Albuquerque Public School’s Vision Zero for Youth Initiative:
Engaging student youth in designing a
school district transportation safety program
by
Cordell Bock
B.A. Environmental Planning & Design
Minor degree in Sustainability Studies
Master of Community & Regional Planning
ABSTRACT
The APS (Albuquerque Public Schools) Vision Zero for Youth Initiative adopts
the global Vision Zero traffic safety movement’s goal of eliminating traffic fatalities and
injuries to pedestrians and cyclists from vehicular crashes. The APS Vision Zero for
Youth Initiative is comprised of a traffic-safety curriculum for K-8 students, an action
plan that sets traffic-safety goals and progress evaluation frameworks for the school
district, and a campaign to build a new culture of traffic safety for students, families, and
local communities.
This project employs participatory methods that build the capacity of students
enrolled in local public schools to produce and share collective understandings of
pedestrian safety to guide the initiative’s development. The methods utilized in this
research project include: 1) Participatory Student Mapping Sessions that engaged
approximately 150 students across 7 APS schools to assess problems and solutions for
safer transportation systems. 2) The development of equitable prioritization processes to
engage students from schools with the highest need for pedestrian safety interventions. 3)
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The development of student and stakeholder engagement strategies. 4) The production
and sharing of student-sourced data for interagency concurrency and regional pedestrian
safety and Vision Zero-related goals.

Keywords: Vision Zero, Safe Routes to School, participatory mapping, youth in
community development, transportation alternatives programs, public school planning
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Chapter One: Introduction
In 2020, the Governor’s Highway Association ranked the state of New Mexico as
the leading state of pedestrian fatalities at 4 incidents per 100,000 population (2020).
Incidents are highly concentrated in the state’s urban areas (NMDOT, 2021). Addressing
the safety crisis, the state’s largest metropolitan region, the City of Albuquerque
(CABQ), designated itself as a Vision Zero city. Vision Zero is a framework that takes a
fundamental shift in how traffic safety is addressed, which aims to eliminate all traffic
fatalities and major injuries (Vision Zero Network, 2022). The broad nature of Vision
Zero allows for Vision Zero informed policies, projects, and initiatives to take various
forms.
In 2020, Albuquerque Public Schools (APS) applied for and received Large
Urban TAP (Transportation Improvement Project) fund to create the APS Vision Zero for
Youth Initiative as a Safe Routes to School Program. Shortly after, the City of
Albuquerque designated itself as a Vision Zero City. APS joined the City of
Albuquerque’s interagency Vision Zero effort. APS works concurrently with the City of
Albuquerque’s Vision Zero efforts to fill the traffic-safety education gap, which teaches
students and families to safely use and engage with transportation infrastructure. The
APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative’s development was informed by student youth who
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engaged in participatory methods. The APS school district covers a 1.230 sq. mile region
that spans 14 jurisdictions. The school district serves over 74,000 students at 144 schools
and 55 charter schools (APS CMP, 2022).

Figure 1- APS District Summary Map (APS CMP, 2022)

The purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate how large institutions, such as APS,
can utilize participatory methods, strategies, and frameworks to integrate stakeholder
opinions and feedback into their developments. This project not only demonstrates how
participatory methods are developed, but how data and methods can be shared with
colleagues, planners, and interagency partners to expand the reach of stakeholder
participation. In this chapter, I outline the contents of this thesis.
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This thesis employs participatory mapping methods and conducts participatory
research with APS student youth. 11 Mapping Sessions took place across 7 APS Schools
with over 150 student participants. Students assessed pedestrian safety in their
neighborhoods in the Mapping Sessions and drew maps of their pedestrian routes. They
identified assets that improve student pedestrian safety, identified challenges and threats
they face as pedestrians, and proposed solutions to improve their own safety as student
pedestrians. Students relayed qualitative data in the form of narratives about pedestrian
safety. These themes are insightful for APS, CABQ, and partner agencies working on
Vision Zero, pedestrian, and/or transportation safety projects. The participatory methods
are grounded in asset-based community development frameworks, which aim to build the
capacity of APS student youth to participate in the co-creation of pedestrian safety, while
utilizing their experiential knowledge to inform the development of the APS Vision Zero
for Youth Initiative.
Chapter Two is a review of literature relevant to this project. Specifically, the
literature pertaining to the workings of Vision Zero as a movement and assesses its
effectiveness in traffic safety. Similar initiatives provide insight into surrounding
transportation safety actions. Vision Zero and SRTS partnerships exemplify
programmatic possibilities for the APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative, an SRTS
program.
Chapter Three contextualizes Vision Zero locally, identifying Vision Zero
workings in the City of Albuquerque. The Vision Zero Commitment (2018) and CABQ
Vision Zero Action Plan (2021) explain Albuquerque’s Vision Zero traffic and pedestrian
safety goals. Transportation and pedestrian safety actions at the New Mexico State level
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demonstrate alignment between pedestrian and traffic safety actions. The Policy Analysis
interrogates the workings of local transportation policies.
Chapter Four is an overview of the methodologies and methods utilized in this
research process. Community development theories and frameworks situate the methods
employed in this project as participatory research methods. These methods are
determined to build the capacities of student youth to partake in planning processes and
influence outcomes of institutional programs. Methods include a Participant/Pilot School
Prioritization Process, Student Mapping Sessions, and a Traffic Safety Walk Survey.
Chapter Five interprets the findings from the Traffic Safety Mapping Session
conducted in the previous chapter. Student narratives about traffic safety are analyzed
and supported with student quotes and notes from the Mapping Sessions, which result in
student informed data about their pedestrian experiences.
Chapter Six is a conclusory discussion, triangulating the development of
participatory methods in the developing the APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative and
findings from the Student Mapping Sessions to be integrated into the design and outputs
of the APS’ Vision Zero program. Recommendations are made to APS and local partner
agencies.
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Chapter Two: A Review of Vision Zero, Related Transportation Initiatives,
Projects, and Initiatives
The following chapter is a comprehensive review of Vision Zero and
transportation safety initiatives alike. First, a background of Vision Zero is given,
explaining the multifaceted nature of the strategy being an influential framework to guide
traffic-safety actions rather than a set of exact strategies. Discussions and arguments for
and against Vision Zero ultimately conclude that Vision Zero is ultimately an effective
framework for reducing traffic fatalities and injuries. However, it is also concluded it is
difficult to determine what exactly makes Vision Zero an effective strategy for reducing
traffic-related deaths or injuries, given that leading examples of Vision Zero strategies
take on different forms, i.e., transportation policies, city-wide traffic-safety programs,
school traffic-safety programs, and even national policies.
Extending from the conclusion that Vision Zero related strategies manifest
differently, the review continues by assessing Vision Zero initiatives in the United States
to assess and compare cities’ Vision Zero strategies, exemplifying how different cities
and regions set forth to reach the goal of zero traffic-related fatalities or injuries. Vision
Zero aligned policies, actions and initiatives (which ultimately aim to improve
transportation safety for all road users) contextualize agencies, partnerships, and
strategies locally in the State of New Mexico and the City of Albuquerque.

Vision Zero- A Campaign for Pedestrian and Cyclist Safety
Vision Zero is a traffic safety strategy that aims to eliminate traffic fatalities for
all modes of transportation. Adopted in different forms (traffic-safety initiatives &
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programs, transportation laws & policies, etc.), Vision Zero is ultimately a framework to
safety for all road users. Vision Zero acknowledges that traffic accidents are preventable
and encourages policies and transportation systems that account for pedestrian error,
meaning human error is unpreventable, therefore transportation systems should
accommodate for human error. Accountability road user safety and wellbeing should
instead be delegated to transportation system designers rather than expecting perfect
behavior from users. Originating from Sweden in 1997 as a national policy, its
framework has been adopted globally with national and regional Vision Zero Initiatives
(Lie & Tingwall, 2001).
Vision Zero has evolved as a movement that involves systems designers, political
actors, and community safety advocates. As of August 2021, 51 cities in the U.S. had
declared themselves a "Vision Zero City" (Vision Zero Network, 2021), the first being
New York City. For cities to designate themselves as a "Vision Zero City," they must
meet the following criteria: "1) Set a clear goal of eliminating traffic fatalities and severe
injuries, 2) The mayor (or top official) has publicly and officially committed to Vision
Zero, 3) The city [has a] Vision Zero plan or strategy in place, and 4) [has] key city
departments engaged in the initiative (Police, Transportation, and Public Health)" (Vision
Zero Network, 2017).
The Vision Zero Network has defined fundamental principles for cities that have
made the Vision Zero commitment. The guiding principles the Vision Zero Network
defined are different from traditional planning approaches (Vision Zero Network, n.d),
that favor vehicles over road user safety, such as cyclists or pedestrians. Traditional
planning approaches emphasize individualistic accountability for public health and safety
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rather than creating safe systems. Safe systems entail wellbeing, safety, and efficiency,
for all road users. For example, the movement takes the approach that "everyone has the
right to move safely in their communities, and that systems designers and policymakers
share the responsibility of ensuring safe transportation" (Vision Zero Network, n.d.). This
notion requires a shift in the planning for traffic safety. The Vision Zero Network urges
Vision Zero concepts and frameworks to be utilized to facilitate strong collaborative
efforts between institutions, community members, and systems designers. (Vision Zero
Network, n.d.)

Figure 2-Traditional vs. Vision Zero Approach (Vision Zero Network, n.d.)

Assessing Vision Zero- Effectiveness, Debates, and Discussions
The following section brings forward peer-reviewed assessments of Vision Zero’s
efficacy. These reviews exemplify the nuanced nature of Vision Zero actions and
initiatives, as the assessors look to pinpoint what makes a Vision Zero Initiative effective
or not, pointing towards varied scenarios and strategies. Safarpour et al. (2020) analyzed
37 articles assessing Vision Zero implementations worldwide. The authors concluded that
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countries adopting Vision Zero frameworks reduced road traffic crashes. Most notably,
Sweden, the founding country of Vision Zero policy frameworks, reduced road traffic
crashes by 46% from 2007 to 2017, nearly reaching their goal of a 50% reduction of road
traffic crashes by 2020. The authors noted that each country or region has varying Vision
Zero goals, strategies, and evaluation indicators, complicating the argument that Vision
Zero is a practical traffic safety framework. They also conclude that Vision Zero’s efforts
have not been fully realized, and continuous developments and actions are necessary for a

Figure 3-Trend of fatal road traffic crashes in countries with Vision Zero
Implementation (Safarpour et al. (2020)

solid analysis. Regardless, the authors conclude a downward trend in road traffic crashes
in countries and regions with Vision Zero policies and frameworks and highlight Vision
Zero informed policy as a critical driver for success. Safarpour et al. (2020) assess that
Vision Zero is an effective strategy overall for improving traffic safety yet is difficult to
determine the factors for its’ success due to the variability of strategies
Zytaruk (2021) assessed that Vision Zero helped Surrey, British Columbia,
achieve a 22% reduction in serious traffic crashes in three years. Surrey had initiated its
own Vision Zero initiative that consisted in major infrastructure projects and traffic safety
8

enforcement measures. Specifically, the city installed “15 speed humps, 15 speed humps,
13 full traffic signals, 18 left-turn signals, 24 flashing lights at crosswalks, 23 kilometers
of sidewalks and three kilometers of protected bike lanes” (1).
In contrast to the success of Surrey, Blackburn (2022) concludes that Vision Zero
was ineffective in Washington D.C., as traffic deaths have reached a 14-year record high
after the mayor had declared its goal to reach zero deaths seven years prior. In 2021,
Washington D.C. recorded 40 pedestrian deaths. Zytaruk noted local resistance to
labeling Vision Zero as a failure, as national pedestrian fatality rates rose during the
pandemic, likely to speeding on roads with less traffic. The high number of fatalities were
children in school zones. The author notes that a lack of education for children and
awareness for drivers in school zones are to blame, suggesting that the Vision Zero
initiative should focus on education and awareness rather than solely focusing on capital
infrastructure upgrades and improvements.
Rothman et al. (2021) conducted an evaluation of Vision Zero School Safety
Zones in Toronto, Canada. The City of Toronto adopted a Vision Zero Safety Action Plan
in 2016 to reduce traffic deaths to zero. One of the strategies was aimed at improving
safety in school zones. Specifically, the Action Plan focused on interventions pertaining
to vehicle speed and risky driving behaviors. Flashing beacons and signage were placed
near school zones with messages that encouraged drivers to reduce their speeds. This
resulted in minor decrease in the number of drivers who speed in school zones, but the
authors concluded that greater measures such as transportation infrastructure, lower speed
limited, and automated speed enforcement would yield higher rates of success.
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Jamroz et al. (2017) assess the success of Poland’s Vision Zero Initiative and
outline factors they believe made the initiative successful. Poland’s Vision Zero Initiative
was launched in 2003, aiming to have no more than 3500 traffic fatalities by 2010 (from
2003’s 5,640 fatalities). In the initiative’s developing years, comprehensive strategies
were developed, including: the establishment of long-term safety measures, reducing
hazardous road behavior such as speeding and driving under the influence, and
prioritizing the protection of vulnerable road users (pedestrians, youth, cyclists, etc.). By
2010, Poland did reduce their number of pedestrian fatalities by 31% to 3907, which fell
short of their original goal by 7%. Regardless, the authors conclude that the initiative
was successful in reducing deaths and injuries. The authors also conclude a handful of
strategies were more effective in attaining Vision Zero goals including: the development
of regional and county level initiatives, the development of sectoral programs, changing
the ways in which drivers are trained, and the building of more protective infrastructure
for vulnerable road users.
H. Rosencrantz et al. (2007) compare three arguments against the rationality of
Vision Zero. First, Elvick (2003) argues the goal of Vision Zero is too broad and is “an
application of the general principle of minimizing mortality” (Rosencratz et al., 2007,
561), therefore being a redundant effort of the moral principle. Ekelund (1999) argues
that enforcing traffic safety measures, such as wearing seatbelts or reductions of speed,
does not allow people to act of free will. He argues that there should not be goals for
public health and safety in transportation and that plans should be shifted to design and
create infrastructure that mitigates a much risk for pedestrians and road users rather than
enforce behavioral measures. Lind and Schmidt (1999) argue that Vision Zero serves no
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other purpose than a boost in morality, and the intentions and goals of Vision Zero are
unclear. They argue that the goal is unrealistic and disingenuous, making it less likely to
be taken seriously.

Vision Zero Initiative Case Studies
Evaluating Vision Zero’s various implementations around the U.S. is critical to
building understanding around the successes and failures of the Vision Zero movement:
How successful have cities been in decreasing pedestrian and cyclist deaths? As one of
the required steps of starting a Vision Zero initiative, cities must create an Action Plan
that outlines the timelines, commitments, and goals they will employ to make the
initiative successful. Cities are highly encouraged to produce annual reports that review
and analyze crashes, accidents, injuries, or other relevant data indicating whether the city
progresses toward its goals and anticipated actions laid out in the Vision Zero Action
Plan.
New York City was one of the first cities in the U.S. to adopt a Vision Zero
initiative in 2014. The Action Plan calls for interdisciplinary action from City Hall, the
New York City Police Department, the New York Department of Transportation, the
Taxi and Limousine Commission, Citywide Administrative Services, and Health and
Mental Hygiene (NYDOT, 2014). The city initiated its’ Vision Zero efforts in 2014,
developing new policies, tools, and strategies to combat the 200 pedestrians killed each
year. For example, the city implemented speed monitoring programs in school zones,
resulting in an overall 60% reduction of speeding vehicles in school zones where it was
implemented. The city also increased traffic safety ticketing enforcement, increased
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pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure, and created pedestrian safety awareness campaigns.
As of 2021, 273 Vision Zero initiatives are underway between city agencies. The most
notable initiative is Vision Zero Great Streets, where the New York City Department of
Transportation identifies street improvement projects in vulnerable communities for
improved street designs. The city also has an array of educational, enforcement, and
legislation Vision Zero Initiatives.
Since its’ implementation of Vision Zero, New York City has implemented 135
miles of protected bike lanes, installed more than 1,200-speed cameras, improved more
than 400 intersections, and trained more than 130,000 city drivers in defensive driving.
The city saw a decrease in traffic crashes and pedestrian fatalities following
implementation; however, incidents have spiked in 2020 and 2021, indicating the need
for more significant measures (NYC DOT, 2022).
Portland made a Vision Zero commitment in 2015 and created their first Vision
Zero Action Plan in 2016 to outline their goals and action frameworks. The plan has
overarching goals of protecting pedestrians, reducing speeds citywide, integrating safe
streets designs, and creating a culture of shared responsibility. Portland’s Vision Zero
Action Plan aims to eliminate traffic deaths in Portland by 2025. The city also prioritized
actions with data-driven actions and solutions. For example, 20 streets with the highest
rates of motor vehicle, pedestrian, bicycle crashes were identified in three sets. These sets
were overlaid in 30 streets and 30 intersections in the High Crash Network. The city
prioritized projects and the network first in Communities of Concern and where
improvements will make it safer for vulnerable users – specifically, children, older adults,
and pedestrians or cyclists (Portland’s Bureau of Transportation, 2021)
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Portland, Oregon’s Vision Zero efforts overlap with its’ Safe Routes to Schools
programs. Middle and high school students were engaged in traffic safety through SRTS,
starting in Communities of Concern, young people were empowered as leaders to
promote safe transportation in their communities. Student engagement led to creating a
community grant program targeted to Communities of Concern to support street design
visioning, outreach, and education. The program funded proactive responses to pedestrian
fatalities in Communities of Concern. For example, within weeks of 2 fatalities on the
same street, Portland provided a rapid response grant to two community-based
organizations to host culturally relevant and multilingual classes and training about traffic
safety for community members. Despite the city’s efforts, Portland also faced a spike in
pedestrian fatalities and crashes in 2020 and 2021 (Portland’s Bureau of Transportation,
2021), like New York City. The timing of these pedestrian trends may indicate COVID19, the global pandemic, as a contributing detriment to pedestrian safety.
Washington, D.C.’s 2015 Vision Zero efforts gathered and analyzed all safety and
injury data for people walking and biking in the vicinity of the city’s public schools and
public charter schools, prioritizing at least three schools each year for capital
improvements. The district also convened youth for a day-long summit, where 150 teens
gave their input about Vision Zero messages, street design, safety. The city also plans to
collaborate with schools to create universal bike skills training for all 2nd graders
alongside a traffic safety curriculum, mandating its teaching in all elementary schools.
The district also proposed a rule to reduce speeds in school zones to 15 mph from early
morning to late night and create safe speed zone areas in other parts of the city with lower
rates. The city’s Vision Zero plan requires city agencies to work together to develop
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transportation plans for any new school facilities (Safe Routes National Partnership,
2017).

U.S. Initiatives, Actions, and Policy Aligned with Vision Zero
Vision Zero is an integrated approach to traffic safety, meaning its framework
guides actors, stakeholders, and programs to facilitate safer transportation systems. The
previous section contains empirical evidence regarding Vision Zero’s effectiveness in
reducing traffic referred to cities and countries that have established Vision Zero, or
Vision Zero-aligned traffic safety strategies. This is indicative of the varied and nuanced
characteristics of Vision Zero, which is not a distinct or defined strategy, but a guiding
framework that can stand on its own or guide strategies aligned by shared goals. The
following section provides examples of programs with similar goals to Vision Zero.
Towards Zero Deaths: A National Strategy on Highway Strategy is a strategy
similar to Vision Zero. It is a call to action and plan to end fatalities in the realm of
transportation (2014). The United States Dept. of Transportation (USDOT) Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) provides support to the Towards Zero Deaths (TZD)
organization (USDDOT FHWA, 2021) to facilitate a national strategy in attaining zero
highway deaths.
TZD organization’s primary concern is the increase of highway fatalities; TZD
acknowledges federal law that requires states to produce highway safety plans but argues
that a streamlined vision and effort is missing (TZD, 2014, 1), resulting in a disjointed
effort to make highways safer. Stakeholders involved in TZD contribute to the goals and
'vision' by "maintaining highway infrastructure, driver education, designing and
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producing safer vehicles, advocating for highway safety legislation, and facilitating a
culture of traffic safety" (TZD, 2014, 3).
TZD works to improve highway safety and strategies. However, the organization
does acknowledge pedestrians and bicyclists as "vulnerable users" of highway and
pedestrian systems (TZD, 2014, 23). TZD states that pedestrians' safety relies not only on
the ability to use transportation infrastructure properly but also on drivers' behavior
(TZD, 2014, 23). TZD calls for traffic safety education and awareness campaigns for
drivers and pedestrians (TZD, 2014, 24).
Safe Routes to School aims to make walking and riding bikes safer for students.
SRTS programs take on different forms, such as educational initiatives, advocacy for
programs to increase physical activity levels of youth or encouraging traffic safety.
Federal monies fund SRTS programs through Transportation Alternative Program (TAP)
funding. Each state receives TAP funding and is given the power to distribute monies
through the state Department of Transportation (US Congress, 2019).
The SRTS Program began in Denmark in the 1970s due to many car-pedestrian-related
incidents. Over the following decades, SRTS expanded to the United Kingdom, Canada,
and eventually the United States. Between 2000 and 2005, multiple states signed
legislation to implement SRTS as state-funded projects. In 2005, SRTS was signed into
federal legislation in Section 1404 of the SAFETEA-LU (Safe, Accountable, Flexible,
Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users) bill. The SRTS Program
intends to create safer transportation alternatives for students and facilitate healthier
communities by getting students to walk or bike to school and reducing pollution from
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cars. Safe Routes to School programs have been implemented at more than 14,000
schools nationwide.
The United States Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration
states the purpose of Section 1404-SAFETEA-LU is to encourage children to walk or bike
to school while also making it a safer alternative to having children driven to school
alongside supporting the development and implementation of Safe Routes to School
Programs (US Congress, 2017). Funding is appropriated to states in amounts determined
by state student enrollment (2017, para. c) and administered to each state's department of
transportation (2017, para. d) and distributed to state, local, and regional agencies to
distribute to programs (2017, para. e). These funds are administered to organizations for
infrastructure projects that facilitate safer walking conditions for youth, alongside noninfrastructure-related activities that encourage alternative methods of getting to school in
a safe manner (2017, para. f).
This federal funding provided by Section 1404 - SAFETEA-LU has a significant
impact. Municipal, regional, and state programs from each state can apply to receive
federal monies to impact school youth, which has implications on a national scale.
However, the benefits of this program are limited to participants in programs that applied
and received funding per stipulations set by the state funding administrator. Safe Routes
to School Programs have the potential to advance Vision Zero goals. While Section 1404
SAFETEA-LU does not explicitly mention Vision Zero in writing, there is evidence of
Vision Zero and Safe Routes to School Partnerships that have taken place in schools
(Safe Routes to School National Partnership, 2017).
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The State of New Mexico’s Initiatives, Actions, and Policy Aligned with Vision Zero
The New Mexico Department of Transportation (NMDOT) 2021 Pedestrian
Safety Action Plan (PSAP) is a developed action plan framework that provides "actions to
reduce the number of pedestrian-involved injuries and fatalities in the New Mexico"
(NMDOT, 2021, iv) in response to New Mexico ranking in the top four states nationwide
with the highest rates of pedestrian fatalities since 2012 (NHTSA, 2018). The PSAP
focuses exclusively on the safety of pedestrians. The plan contains recommendations and
actions housed under categories that encompass the complex nature of pedestrian safety,
ranging from driver education, law enforcement, engineering, planning, legislation, etc.
The recommendations under each category list actionable items, the party or stakeholder
responsible for implementation, and the timeline for the action (NMDOT, 2021).
This plan is highly effective in attaining goals set by Vision Zero. The NMDOT
has created a state-specific action plan that involves major stakeholders and parties
responsible for implementing necessary changes. The cross-sector nature of collaboration
is vital for a streamlined, effective effort. (NMDOT, 2021, 28).
The federal policy, Section 402: State Highway Safety Program, requires states to
develop and initiate a High Safety Plan to receive federal monies allocated by the
USDOT FHWA to fund state traffic safety projects. The strategies and projects brought
forward by the NMDOT 2021 Highway Safety Plan (2021) aim to "reduce crashes,
fatalities, and injuries" (2) with a focus that expands to "all surface transportation modes,
including highway, rail, transit, bike, and pedestrian" (2).
The New Mexico Department of Transportation’s Highway Safety Plan has a
section dedicated to pedestrian and bicyclist safety that identifies a Communications and
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Outreach strategy to counter pedestrian and bicyclist injuries and fatalities. This strategy
is "based primarily on public education, and communications and outreach" (NMDOT,
2021, 50). The strategy warranted $300,000 in funding from the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration and the state. This led to a partnership with the University
of New Mexico's Center for Injury Prevention Research and Education to facilitate the
design and implementation of community and education pedestrian and bicyclist safety
outreach and engagement strategies (NMDOT, 2021, 52).
The Mid-Region Metropolitan Planning Organization's Futures 2040
Metropolitan Transportation Plan (2015) is an action plan and analysis that "attempts to
understand infrastructure needs and distribute federal funds in ways that best address
regional transportation challenges" (MRMPO, 2015, EX-1). The plan considers the
Albuquerque Metropolitan Planning Area (AMPA) by analyzing regional growth trends
to determine transportation infrastructure improvements necessary to support regional
growth. The MRMPO specifically addresses safety planning in the AMPA. The MRMPO
refers to the FHWA suggested guidelines in making roads safer, the "4Es", which include
"engineering, education, enforcement, end emergency medical services" (MRMPO, 2015,
3-131), to be paired with embedded data-driven analyses and action to improve safety on
a regional scale. The MRMPO has also facilitated educational initiatives that include
"multi-modal level of service presentations, road safety audits, and webinars about safe
street design" to improve safety practices of systems designers involved in proposed
projects (MRMPO, 2015, 3-132). The proposed projects set in the Future's 2040
Metropolitan Transportation Plan would need to be formally adopted by the MRMPO to
be funded by Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) funds (MRMPO, 2015, 1-7)
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provided by New Mexico's Statewide Transportation Program (STIP) funds. These TIP
funds are short-term, covering approved transportation projects for a minimum of four
years.

The City of Albuquerque’s Initiatives, Actions, and Policy Aligned with Vision Zero
In 2018, Mayor Tim Keller signed an Executive Order declaring the commitment
to end all traffic fatalities through the City's participation in Vision Zero (City of
Albuquerque, 2018). The Executive Order did not create any legal rights or action but
instead served as an order for the City to begin acting to achieve safer streets for road
users. This order called for the formation of the CABQ Vision Zero Task Force, whose
job is to facilitate the CABQ Vision Zero Initiative and produce the CABQ Vision Zero
Action Plan. Actors involved share the goal to influence different transportation,
infrastructure, and cross-sector political outcomes where pedestrian safety is concerned.
City departments involved include the Office of the Mayor, Department of Municipal
Development, CABQ Police Department, the CABQ Transit Department, the CABQ
Office of Equity and Inclusion, the CABQ Department of Technology and Innovation,
and the CABQ Planning Department. The Executive Order also mentions partner
agencies aligned in the Vision Zero Initiative, including the MRCOG (Mid-Region
Council of Governments), NMDOT (New Mexico Department of Transportation, APS
(Albuquerque Public Schools), the University of New Mexico (UNM), and the County of
Bernalillo (City of Albuquerque, 2021).
The 2021 CABQ Vision Zero Action Plan is Albuquerque's response to the
Executive Order calling for the City's commitment to Vision Zero. The action plan
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comprises six major themes containing different traffic safety approaches, including a
section dedicated to policy and regulation (CABQ, 2021, 12). The action plan has six
overarching goals that contain specific actions to achieve stated objectives in terms of
policy. Action items are outlined within the plan that aims to support Vision Zero's goals.
The first supporting action is the "development of an interagency working group to
evaluate and make local/state law and policy recommendations to address traffic safety
and road design." (CABQ, 2021, 39). The second is the inclusion and maintenance of
Vision Zero practices in City transportation regulations, mentioning the Development
Process Manual and Bikeways and Trail Facility Plan (CABQ, 2021, 39). The final action
targets the development of a policy that includes design criteria for road projects that
align with Vision Zero (CABQ, 2021, 39).
The policy implications of CABQ Vision Zero are apparent, as the initiative’s
current outcomes reflect progress made towards its' policy goals. For example, CABQ
enacted a Complete Streets Ordinance in 2015 that changed street design standards to
address public health concerns, improve safety for pedestrians and vulnerable users, and
promote inclusive transportation opportunities (CABQ, 2015). The ordinance was later
updated in 2019 to center equity and safety outcomes (CABQ, 2021, 36) to further the
goals of Vision Zero.
State-level policies, action plans, and initiatives interact directly with federal and
municipal actors, often attaining federal monies for state-wide prioritization and
allocation. The following set of action plans are examples of New Mexico state and
municipal action plans that set statewide and municipal goals for traffic, pedestrian, and
road safety.
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The Complete Streets Ordinance CABQ Bill No. F/S O-14-27 (2015 )finds that
the historical design of Albuquerque’s transportation networks is designed solely for the
automobile and lacks pedestrian and cyclist infrastructure. The Ordinance adopts the
Complete Streets Program and amends related transportation codes to accommodate its’
features. Complete Streets call for streets that are useable for all modes of transportation
while being specifically designed in a context-specific approach. The City of
Albuquerque and the Mid-Region Council of Governments adopted Complete Street
Principles into their governing planning documents. Complete Streets Principles entail
the reconstruction or construction of streets, maintenance and repair for existing
infrastructure, opportunities to commute safely, and encouragement of alternative modes
of transportation.
Complete Streets partners with local Vision Zero actions. The APS Vision Zero
Action Plan explicitly identifies Complete Streets to attain its’ engineering and design
goals. CABQ employs this as Vision Zero strategy when “designing, building, and
reconstructing roads” (12). The Complete Streets Ordinance influences policies on the
city scale, where city-led transportation projects employ Complete Streets Principles,
including transportation projects about local schools and SRTS programs. Complete
Streets principles facilitate student pedestrian safety, producing walkable, trafficcontrolled, and pedestrian-oriented ‘routes to school.’
The Resolution Bill, Vision Statement: Five-Year Goals for the City of
Albuquerque: CABQ Bill No. R-18-97 (2018), is an adoption of a Five-Years Goals
Vision for the desired conditions of the City of Albuquerque. This Bill contains sections
dedicated to Public Safety and Public Infrastructure, which have goals about pedestrian
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safety. The plans are lofty and non-specific. Section B states, “The public is safe” and
“The public feels safe” (CABQ, 2018, sections 1,2). Even though this policy has
implications for pedestrian safety, the terms are loose and do not provide actionable items
to improve public safety and infrastructure. The goals may help define benchmarks for
Vision Zero or the Safe Routes to School program. Reducing traffic deaths and fatalities
and improving school pedestrian infrastructure reach public safety and infrastructure
goals. However, the disconnect between envisioned outcomes and actions renders this
policy a small, iterative component in transportation safety.
The ordinance enacted by the Twenty-Second Council, Amending the Traffic
Code and the Municipal Ordinance Relating to Pedestrian Safety and Vehicle/Pedestrian
Conflicts: CABQ Bill No. F/S O-17-51 (2017), amends the Traffic Code and Municipal
Ordinance relating to pedestrian safety. The amendment responds to the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration identifying New Mexico as having the highest
pedestrian fatalities per 100,000 population. Section 1 of the ordinance defines the terms
of codification. Section 1 prohibits the occupation of pedestrians in roadways, certain
medians, and roadsides. The section also prohibits specific interactions between
pedestrians and vehicles.
While this code amendment intends to penalize pedestrian misconduct, as defined
by the bill, the code essentially criminalizes the use of specific spaces. CABQ’s Vision
Zero Action Plan’s intention of centering equity is not represented in this amendment.
Criminalizing transportation spaces' occupation potentially reduces traffic-pedestrian
incidences but risks enforcement misconduct. The guide acknowledges that low-income
communities face more significant traffic safety risks and inadequate infrastructure.
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Local Policies Addressing School Transportation Infrastructure
The City of Albuquerque’s Cooperative Partnership with Albuquerque Public
Schools: CABQ Bill No. R-13-237 (2018) declares the City of Albuquerque’s
commitment to developing and maintaining a meaningful partnership with Albuquerque
Public Schools to create cooperative transportation systems. Each institution’s
constituents are stakeholders in each other’s transportation systems. The Bill states that
most APS Schools are located within municipal limits. Cooperation is imperative to
facilitate streamlined transportation efforts between institutions. Students are dropped off
at school utilizing APS governed transportation services, which operate on roads
governed by CABQ. The Bill expresses the desire for collaboration and resolves the
initiation of a task force comprised of APS members and respective CABQ departments.
As suggested and modeled by both Vision Zero and SRTS, joint collaborative efforts
between institutions can change and influence transportation policies and processes.
Vision Zero and SRTS Frameworks also call for community organizations to participate
in similar functions. The APS and CABQ Task Force may benefit from the involvement
of community members.
In response to the death of a Cleveland MS student pedestrian, the Council’s
Cleveland MS Resolution: CABQ Bill No. R-18-27 (2018, requires the improvement of
pedestrian crossing near the intersection of Louisiana Blvd. and Natalie Ave. The
Resolution resulted in the design and engineering improvements along the intersection
and installing a High-Intensity Activated Crosswalk (HAWK) beacon. The bill resolves
the formation of a task force comprised of the City of Albuquerque’s Department of
Municipal Development and Police Department to identify arterial and collector streets’
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intersections for improved pedestrian facilities and invite APS and Complete Streets
Program stakeholders for participation in the task force. Emergency funding expedited
the installation of the HAWK signal.
The City of Albuquerque enacted this policy close to the time in which the City
adopted Vision Zero frameworks. The City responded with Complete Streets Program
design principles, designing safer transportation infrastructure for students. This entailed
the implementation of a HAWK signal, crosswalk, and median infrastructure that protects
student pedestrians from traffic. These policy strategies and actions overlap in Vision
Zero and SRTS policy frameworks. Both frameworks encourage and utilize Complete
Street Strategies, influence Capital Improvement Projects, and prioritize the pedestrian.
The policy does not address all problem areas for Cleveland MS student pedestrians but
was implemented near (or at) the site where the student was killed, preventing further
loss or injuries to student pedestrians in dangerous areas.
The Council’s James Monroe MS and Sunset View ES: CABQ Bill No. R-16-17
(2016), Resolution involves installing a traffic signal at La Paz and Paradise, allowing for
safe ingress and egress between James Monroe Middle School and Sunset View
Elementary School. Set-a-Side monies from the Capital Improvement Program Council
to fund the signal. Pedestrians use the signal light to halt traffic. Two studies/standards
were performed at this intersection. The intersection met Warrant 5 “School Crossings”
of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, a federal guideline for installing
signals. The intersection did not meet the standards found in a Traffic Signal Warrant
Study as determined by the Department of Municipal Development, concluding that
existing school crossing signals were sufficient.
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This policy demonstrates the regulatory issues in improving pedestrian safety
infrastructure. Studies akin to the Traffic Signal Warrant Study evaluate and inventory
infrastructure, determining quantities and proximities for signals. An SRTS or Vision
Zero policy agenda that pushes for health-based or community-based assessment could
prove beneficial in changing policy. Like the Complete Streets Ordinance restructuring
governing plans to include its’ principles and frameworks, advocating for framework
policy can lead to the adoption of safety strategies.
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Chapter Four: Methodology and Methods
This chapter covers methodologies and methods used to conduct research to guide
the development of the APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative. The research conducted
was grounded in participatory methods, however, was triangulated with supporting
qualitative methods and utilized school data. Participant schools were recruited via a
prioritization process where highly ranked schools were designated as Vision Zero Pilot
Schools, which indicated a higher risk for traffic safety interventions. Prioritized schools
engaged in an array of participatory methods utilized in the Student Mapping Sessions
and Walk Survey.
This chapter is sorted into two sections. The first section is an overview of the
methodology and provides a theoretical base grounded in community development and
participatory frameworks. The second section describes the methods utilized and how
they were executed. The methods I discuss in this chapter are 1) Participant School
Prioritization, which discusses how APS schools were equitably prioritized for research
and pilot program participation. 2) Student Mapping Sessions, which discusses methods
utilized in the participatory research conducted with students. 3) Participatory Walk
Survey that discusses a future stage of participatory research to be conducted with
students at participant schools.
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Methodology Framework
This section of the chapter reviews literature to ground the technicalities of the
methods and processes in community development theories and frameworks. This section
also defines community development and participatory action research (PAR) and
identifies PAR as a community development process.
Phillips and Pittman (2015) define community development as an outcome and a
process. They define the outcome of community development as “physical, social, and
economic improvement in a community” and the process as “the ability of communities
to act collectively and enhancing the ability to do so” (Phillips and Pittman, 3).
Participatory Action Research and Community Development frameworks informed the
development of the APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative.
The community development methods utilized in this thesis are grounded in PAR,
which is defined by Pain and Francis as “a form of action research which emphasizes the
participation of research subjects” (2002, 47). San Pedro and Kenlock further describe
PAR as “…an explicit focus on sustaining relationships through storying providing
opportunities for educational researchers to listen closely to issues raised by participating
while enacting co-envisioned solutions” (2016, 390S). In this research, student youth
participants co-envisioned solutions for school pedestrian safety with facilitators.
Student youth played a vital role in laying the groundwork for the development of
the APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative. From a broad vantage point, this research
process aimed to address power relations between institutions and their stakeholders,
which ultimately demonstrated that stakeholders have the right to determine processes
and outcomes for issues in which they have a stake. Tokenization, where participants risk
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being a tool of manipulation to garner a certain outcome of decoration, is prevalent in
participatory research and methods (Hart, 1992). Utilizing community development
frameworks and Participatory Action Research framework methods in this project aims to
demonstrate engagement strategies for large institutions to not tokenize stakeholder
engagement, but instead integrate stakeholder participation into their developmental
outcomes.
This research aimed to integrate student voices and narratives into the
development of an institutional initiative. Roger Hart interprets Arnstein’s Ladder of
Participation (1969) in the Ladder of Children’s Participation (1992). The ladder is a
perspective of the degrees of power youth hold in their participation in certain processes.
The lowest degrees of power indicate that youth have no agency in the process, while the
highest degree indicates total youth operation and ownership of processes and outcomes
in their participation.
I believe the APS Vision Zero for
Youth Initiative research process falls into
the fifth step category on the Ladder of
Children’s Participation, which is
‘Consulted and Informed.’ In this research
process, student youth were consultants for
adults and their input was highly regarded.
Adults approached student youth, who
Figure 4- Ladder of Children's Participation (Hart,
1992)

were experts in student pedestrian safety, to

inform the developments of a traffic safety initiative where the students were
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stakeholders. To maintain the integrity of student knowledge, data, and input, it was
imperative for the developers of the APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative to utilize and
integrate this information to ensure that student research participants benefited from their
participation. Research conducted by youth is relevant to other youth, increasing the
chance of impacting youth behavior (Powers and Tiffany, 2006). In addition, this
research was enriched by the contextual knowledge that only youth as ‘‘experts in their
own lives’’ can provide, enhancing the likelihood that results and implications are
accepted by and relevant or useful for other youth (Langsted, 1994, 193).
The participatory methods in this thesis empowered student youth to interrogate
and assess their built environments. Empowerment of students was referred to as building
student capacity to participate in the planning process of the APS Vision Zero for Youth
Initiative. De sá et al. (2019) define the term ‘human urbanism,’ as “the creation of
inclusive urban mobility systems through participatory co-production of urban space and
transport policies” (6). Human urbanism calls for the influence of people to influence or
determine the development or activation of urban space. In this case, the aim of utilizing
participatory methods was to empower students to take part in a form of human
urbanism, where students had the ability to assess and diagnose problems about traffic
safety and to determine solutions and desired outcomes.
Isaac (2016) investigates participatory community development and the concept
of community capacity building. Capacity measures a community’s ability to challenge
and engage in local problems while leveraging community assets. Assets are resources
that can be leveraged for a community to determine its outcomes (210). The students’
participation within the planning process of the APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative was
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based in PAR frameworks that build student capacity. Capacity building is a distinct shift
from top-down planning practices (Birch, 2006). Top-down planning is utilized heavily
in typical Vision Zero movements. Vision Zero frameworks garner institutional, topdown approaches where agencies and institutions determine needs, assets, and strategies
for pedestrian safety in communities, rather than stakeholders themselves. This project
made use of a ‘diagnostic capacity building’ framework, which Isaac (2016) states,
“enables the collective analysis and understanding [of local problems] ...generated
through collaborative community engagement and utilizes and enhances local expertise”
(210). In building diagnostic capacity, students were convened to understand and create
dialogue about student pedestrian safety. Students also tapped into an adaptive capacity
process (Isaac, 2016) and reflected on their shared experiences to suggest solutions in
creating safer transportation systems for student pedestrians.
In the context of this thesis, the building of student capacity was limited to the
restraints of this research, which meant students were not self-determinant, self-organized
actors. However, this framework of building student understandings of pedestrian
problems (diagnostic capacity) and solutions (adaptive capacity) influenced the decisionmaking processes and design of the APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative. Student
understandings were also directly shared with local partner agencies and institutions,
which influenced their decision-making strategies. In conclusion, the PAR methods
utilized in this participatory research built student diagnostic capacity (student
understanding of pedestrian safety). This built capacity garnered students as active
participants in the planning process.
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Methods in Practice
The three methods discussed in the following section are: 1) Pilot School
Prioritization Process, which ranked schools that are a high priority for participatory
engagement strategies. 2) Student Mapping Sessions in which students map their
pedestrian experiences. 3) Traffic Safety Walk Survey, where students utilize a mobile
survey to further evaluate their pedestrian experiences.
The school prioritization process for determining schools to participate in the pilot
program included a combination of qualitative and quantitative analysis. The process
combined transportation, demographic, and facility data about APS Schools to prioritize
schools that were highest priority for traffic safety interventions.
Student Mapping Sessions were a participatory research method utilized for
students to interpret their experiences with traffic safety. The Mapping Sessions were
comprised of multiple methods that led students through discussion-based, reflective
practices to guide their mapping. The Mapping Session frameworks were an adapted
version of a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) analysis, where
questions and conversations were discussed in terms of Good Things, Difficult Things,
Threats, and Opportunities. These terms related to factors of transportation safety in a
language that was approachable for student participants. Framing discussions and
activities in this adapted SWOT Analysis framework guided student participants to
perform asset-based assessments of their pedestrian experiences, which determined assets
or factors that are not conducive to traffic safety.
The Traffic Safety Walk Survey was an additional participatory method in which
student participants evaluated pedestrian conditions surrounding their schools or
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neighborhoods. This Walk Survey design was contrived from research conducted with
students in the Student Mapping Sessions. This method expanded opportunities to engage
students in participatory research.

Pilot Participant School Prioritization Process.
Schools identified for participation (Vision Zero Pilot Schools) accounted for
variables in students’ safety as pedestrians, which highlighted schools where traffic safety
was high-risk for their students. To best facilitate the district-wide implementation of the
APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative, Vision Zero Pilot Schools were selected to pilot
the initiative. The curriculum prototypes and campaign materials were to be implemented
at pilot schools during this phase. Pilot schools were also involved in the development
and decision-making for the initiative. Students from pilot schools had the opportunity to
partake in participatory research processes. Once the initiative had been refined at the
Pilot schools, the initiative was to be scaled to and implemented at every K-8 school
across the APS school district. The Vision Zero Pilot School List is as follows:

-

Longfellow ES

-

Truman MS

-

Eugene Field ES

-

MacArthur ES

-

Monte Vista ES

-

Lyndon B.

-

Janet Kahn ES

-

Emerson ES

Johnson MS

-

Hoover MS

-

Van Buren MS

Ventana Ranch

-

Cleveland MS

-

La Mesa ES

ES

-

Whittier ES

-

Chaparral ES

-

Polk MS

-
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-

Governor Bent
ES

-

Coyote Willow

-

Corrales ES

Family School

-

Lavaland ES

Various forms of data were used to prioritize schools; 11 data categories were
scored independently. Each category provided insight, which assessed risk for pedestrian
safety for each school. Each ES, MS and K-8 school was given a score for each category
and received a summative score that ranked prioritization. (See Appendix B for
categorical variables and scoring rubric).
1. Walk Zone Percent: A School Walk Zone is a dedicated boundary within a
School Enrollment Zone that determines whether a student qualifies for
bussing. ES have a 1-mile Walk Zone radius, MS- 1.5 miles, and HS- 2
miles. A school’s Walk Zone percentage indicates walkability.
Walkability in this context is the proximity to urban infrastructure. A
walkable school, such as La Mesa Elementary School, is shown at 100%,
translating to a score of 10. A rural school with a Walk Zone percentage of
zero, such as San Antonito ES, would receive a low score due to poor
walkability. Schools with a high Walk Zone Percent indicated a more
significant pedestrian population, therefore a higher priority.
2. Top Pedestrian & Bicycle Crash Intersections within 1 Mile: Crash data
was retrieved from the MRCOG’s Albuquerque HFIN (High Fatality and
Injury Network) dataset, which showed locations of accidents that were
fatal or resulted in serious injury (MRMPO, 2021). The number of crash
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intersections within a 1-mile radius of a school was used to assign schools
a score. Higher counts of crash intersections translated to a higher score.
3. Crosswalk Study Designation: CABQ completed a crosswalk study
(CABQ, 2019) that rated crosswalk infrastructure at APS schools. CABQ
Department of Municipal Development rated school crossing locations
based on:
“1) History of pedestrian crashes, 2) crosswalk conditions, 3)
presence of crossing guards, 4) the volume of pedestrian traffic, 5)
whether or not crosswalks are located in a school crossing zone, 6)
presence of flashing beacons, 7) types of traffic signals, 8) types of
stop-control infrastructure, 9) speed limit, 10) the number of lanes,
11) average daily traffic, 12) pedestrian facility quality, 13) traffic
calming presence, 14) complete streets status.” (CABQ, 2019, p. 8)
These categories identified schools prioritized by CABQ for crosswalk
infrastructure upgrade funding. The higher priority a school was for
funding, the higher score it received in the Pilot School Prioritization.
4. Free and Reduced Lunch: This category indicated student and family
poverty levels within school district neighborhoods. A 0-4 was assigned to
a school based on the percentage of students who received free or reduced
lunch. This indicator was used to demonstrate student family poverty over
U.S. Census data, since all students who report to school eat lunch, yet not
all school families report to the census.
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5. Year-Round Schedule: Schools that operate on a year-round or an
extended schedule were identified as a greater risk for student pedestrians.
Drivers may not be as vigilant in watching for students in school zones
outside of the standard August-May school year timeframe. Year-round
and extended schedule schools received a score of one in this category.
6. Community School: Community Schools have a designated Community
School Coordinator hired as a liaison for community events,
organizations, and opportunities. The Community School Coordinator is
advantageous in facilitating student pedestrian safety as they may have
access to programs and resources to implement at the school. Schools that
do not have a designated Community School Coordinator received a score
of one in this category, boosting their prioritization.
7. Summer School: Schools identified as hosting summer school received a
higher score, since summer school students are present on school grounds
beyond the standard school year timeframe. Drivers may not be as vigilant
to student pedestrians outside of the standard school year.
8. Special Education Teacher Allocations: Special Education Teacher
Allocations indicated the number and intensity of Special Education
programs at any given school. Students in Special Education programs
sometimes require additional support in navigating the school campus and
are at a higher risk for pedestrian safety. Schools with higher Special
Education teacher allocations received a higher score on a scale of 0-3.
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9. Crossing Guards: Crossing Guards help students cross the street during
arrival and dismissal by stopping traffic and allowing students to use the
crosswalk safely. Students at schools that do not have a crossing guard are
at a disadvantage and received a score of 1 for higher prioritization.
Geography: The APS School District is divided into 4 Learning Zones,
designated School District boundaries. Each Learning Zone has various
demographics, socioeconomic statuses, and needs. Schools were added to
the prioritization list to ensure that all areas of the district are covered.
Schools ranked high in prioritization were contacted for organizing student
participation events in the Traffic Safety Mapping Session and Walk Survey. Priority
schools were strategically selected for Mapping Session participation for equitable
participation across the APS School District to account for its varied geography.

Mapping Session Methods
The Mapping Sessions were comprised of multiple methods. These methods were
chosen and executed purposefully, as they informed students about traffic safety concepts
and applied them to their own experiences. Each Mapping Session method was built off
the previous method/activity. This built participant stamina to assess various aspects of
their pedestrian experiences, map their experiences and share them with facilitators and
other participants in the form of narrative.
When the Mapping Sessions were facilitated, schools in the APS School District
held classes in a hybrid-learning model due to the Global COVID-19 Pandemic. This
included a portion of students returning to school for the first time in over a year, while
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other students attended class virtually. Engaging students virtually and physically
simultaneously proved challenging, but it was possible. Language barriers were also an
obstacle, as many students in the schools were more comfortable speaking their native
language. A facilitator was present at all Student Mapping Sessions that could speak to
students in Spanish and build relationships without an outside translator.
In total, seven of the Vision Zero Pilot Schools contacted by CMP agreed to
participate in the Student Mapping Sessions. Participant schools were distributed evenly
across school district geography. Approximately 150 students participated in 11 Mapping
Sessions. Mapping Session Schools included: Alamosa ES, La Mesa ES, Monte Vista ES,
Ventana Ranch ES, Cleveland MS, Lyndon B. Johnson MS, and Truman MS. See

Figure 5- Mapping Session Participant Schools
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Appendix C for demographics of student participants compared to the APS School
District student demographics.
Introductions
As the facilitator, I began the Mapping Sessions by asking student participants to
introduce themselves with their names and to describe how they got to school every day.
This component allowed facilitators to break the ice with the student participants and it
allowed students to feel more comfortable with the strangers in their classroom. It also
allowed researchers/facilitators to compile student demographics later. It also oriented
students around different modes of transportation and terminologies. Students were
exposed to different modes of transportation through listening to their classmates.
Finally, Introductions allowed facilitators to gauge how students typically got to school
and classified participants who actively walked to school, rode the bus, etc.
Focus Group
Once the introductions were
completed, facilitators transitioned into
discussion about traffic safety. This method
introduced students to different traffic-safety
terminologies through narrative-based
discussion. To facilitate the Focus Group in a
Figure 6- Focus Group at Monte Vista ES

manner relevant to the students, I brought a

large photo printout of transportation infrastructure taken at their school. Photos of each
school included sidewalks, crosswalks, HAWK pedestrian lights, crossing guards, etc.
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To discuss the photo, I asked, "Where was this photo taken?" Students were
excited to recognize the photo’s location, especially students in the younger grade levels.
The location-based discussion varied per the content of each school’s infrastructure. For
example, the picture taken in front of Monte Vista Elementary School contained crossing
guards, cyclists, cars, crosswalks, and a sidewalk. I asked Monte Vista students, "Who is
in the photo?" A student responded, "The man in the yellow!" and another corrected him
by stating that the man in yellow was a crossing guard. They also noticed people in the
photo. The students connected that the crossing guards were a component of traffic safety
by "Helping people cross the street." When students identified the traffic safety

Figure 9- Cleveland MS Focus Group Photo

Figure 9- Monte Vista Focus Group Photo

Figure 9- La Mesa ES Focus Group Photo

components in the photo, I asked them, "What are some things in this photo we do to be
safe?" or "What things do we do when walking to be safe?" This led students to think
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about and discuss actions they took in dangerous situations, which ultimately led them to
contemplate things that made them feel safe, challenges or difficulties they faced in their
commute, as well as threats or potential dangers. This thought process was a segue for the
next method in the Mapping Session process.
Visualization
After the Focus Group, we moved forward with the visualization method. This
activity built off the previous thought processes, ideas, and concepts which had been
brought forward by students in the Focus Group discussion. In contrast, each student
applied them to their own experiences as a pedestrian. The visualization activity asked
questions that encouraged students to think about their experiences in the context of the
categories to which we would be framing their responses: Good Things, Difficult Things,
and Threats. During the reading of the script, students often responded to the prompts
aloud or shake and nod their heads. These responses were observed and noted by the
facilitators.The Visualization script was as follows:
To start the exercise, I want all of you to close your eyes.
While your eyes are closed, I want you to picture yourself walking in
your neighborhood.
Where are you walking to?
To school?
To a friend's house?
To the park?
To the grocery store?
With your eyes still closed, as you are walking, think about the good
things you see and experience on your walk.
Are there places where it’s easy to walk?
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Are there places where it feels safe to cross the street?
Are there places where you feel safe from cars?
With your eyes still closed, imagine there are places on your route that
feel really difficult to walk.
Are there busy streets?
Are there missing stop signs?
Are there places where it’s difficult to cross the street?
And finally, keeping your eyes still closed, I want to picture places that
might feel threatening.
Are there places where you feel scared to walk?
Are there objects in your way when you're walking?
Are there places where cars drive too fast?

Map Drawing
For the Map Drawing portion, student participants were given drawing materials
such as paper, colored pencils, etc. Once students received their materials, they were
prompted to recall their visualization from the previous activity and to draw their
visualized walking route in the form of a map. Student participants were tasked to
incorporate the following: 1) the good things they imagined that made them feel safe, 2)
the things that made it difficult for them to walk in their neighborhood, and 3) the things
they recalled as scary or threatening to them.
Map Sharing
Once student participants completed their maps, they presented and shared them
with the class. Student participants engaged in narrative-based storytelling when
presenting. Their narratives and stories were recorded and documented and were treated
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as qualitative data. Students placed the different elements of their narratives into three
categories: Good Things, Difficult Things, and Threats. As the students talked and
explained their maps to the class, I relayed what I heard back to the students for
confirmation. The participants confirmed the category where they would place their
experiences.
At first, many students were afraid to share and present their maps to their peers.
In most Mapping Sessions, the discussion format turned from formal presentation to
narrative-based storytelling as participants became more comfortable. This produced rich
discussion and data. Students took turns sharing and discussing with their online peers in
hybrid-classroom settings.
Mapping Session Wrap Up
Once all student participants shared their maps, we transitioned into the
conclusory activity/phase of the Mapping Session. During this time, students reflected on
the Mapping Session discussion and activities and brainstormed ways in which they
believed student pedestrian experiences could be improved. The facilitator noted these
ideas as Opportunities. The students reflected on the Good Things category to think about
“what worked” regarding traffic safety. They reflected on the Difficult Things category to
discuss things that would not serve the purpose of making walking to school a safer
experience. The students also reflected on the Threats category to decide on experiences
that need to be eliminated or mitigated. In triangulating between these three categories,
the students arrived at sound recommendations, or Opportunities, where walking to
school might be made a safer experience.
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Mapping Session Data Analysis
Once the eleven Mapping Sessions were complete, the responses from each
session were transcribed into digital tables and matrices for analysis. An initial set of
tables (see Appendix E) was produced to represent the student responses written down
and placed into their respective Good Things, Difficult Things, Threats, or Opportunities
categories from each mapping session. The responses from the 11 Mapping Sessions
were combined to produce four separate matrices that contain the cumulative answers
from the categories: Good Things, Difficult Things, Threats, and Opportunities.
To quantify and categorize the varying responses from the students, each of the
four categories was assigned a set of approximately 15-20 different codes. The codes
represent recurring themes from the student responses. For example, in the Good Things
dataset, a code was developed to categorize student responses of “the person who takes
my temperature in the morning makes me feel safe" or “my teacher makes me safe when
I see them" as 'Other People or Community Members.' This code accounts for people
students encounter while they walk. Codes were developed to accommodate every
student response. See Appendix D.
In total, the Good Things category matrix had 94 responses. Difficult Things had
93 responses, and Threats had 94 responses. The students were ambitious when
brainstorming items for the Opportunities category, and 156 total written responses were
recorded. This resulted in more code identifiers than the first three categories to
accommodate a broader range of student responses.
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Traffic Safety Walk Survey
The Traffic Safety Walk Survey was an additional participatory method to further
engage students beyond the breach of the Mapping Sessions. The following section
describes the Traffic Safety Walk Survey method components such as survey design,
participant population, and survey research implementation.
The ESRI software, ArcGIS Survey123, was utilized as a platform to host the
survey. The software collected data by creating survey forms accessible via a website link
or QR code. Participant devices such as smartphones, tablets, or computers accessed the
survey. Collected participant data was stored in a secure database for analysis upon
survey completion (ESRI, n.d.).
The target population for participation in the Traffic Safety Walk Survey was
student youth from Kindergarten to 8th grade from Vision Zero Pilot Schools identified
through the Vision Zero Pilot School Prioritization process. Participation from nonVision Zero Pilot Schools was expected, as principals, community school coordinators,
and other staff expressed their interest.
Survey Design
The Traffic Safety Walk Survey contains thirteen questions. The thirteen
questions are divided into four segments. The segments are not apparent to survey
participants but intentionally grouped to answer the following: What is the typical
demographic of students who walk to school? How often are students walking to school?
Is walking to school an accessible option for students? What do students currently know
about traffic-safety rules and practices? What experiential factors influence a student’s
ability to walk to school? What aspects of walking to school do students deem
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incentivizing? Survey responses alluded to these questions. Refer to Appendix F to view
the Walk Survey design, questions, and format.
Section One- Student Demographics
The first section of the walking survey contained three questions that depicted
participant demographic data. The questions identified patterns in walking to school
behaviors from students in different grades and schools. Do elementary school students
walk more than middle school students? Is there a grade level where students walk more
than other grade levels? Do students walk to school alone, or are they accompanied by
an adult or friend?
Section Two- Existing Student Traffic Safety Behaviors and Practices
The second section of the survey gathered existing conditions around students'
behaviors and perceptions around walking to school. The questions were asked on a
sliding scale. The students’ rated responses were rated as a frequency of how often
students walked to school and their general perception of the safety and accessibility of
walkability.
Section Three- Student Traffic Safety Experiences
The third section of the walk survey derived experiential data from students. The
questions and available responses in this section were directly translated from the Student
Mapping Sessions; each of the four questions represented one category: Good Things,
Difficult Things, Threats, and Opportunities. For example, the survey question
representing ‘Good Things’ asked, “What things make you feel safer when walking?”
The available responses were based on the Traffic Safety Mapping Session top codes. For
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example, one of the top codes for ‘Good Things’ was ‘Other People or Community
Members,’ prompting a survey response option of ‘Teachers, neighbors, or family
members watch for me.’ This design framework was used for each of the four questions
in this section. Utilizing outcomes of participatory research facilitated with students in
the Mapping Sessions allowed for more relevant questions and available responses in the
walk survey.
Section Four- Alternative Transportation Incentives
The fourth and last section of the walking survey contained one open-ended
response question. The question asked what students found incentivizing for walking to
school. This question was valuable to fill ‘blind-spots’ in the Mapping Session or Walk
Survey frameworks that may have excluded certain responses.
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Chapter Five: Participatory Student Mapping Sessions: Findings
This Chapter assesses the findings from the Participatory Student Mapping
Sessions. The findings are from student narratives, dialogues, and responses in the
Mapping Sessions. In this chapter, I first summarize the cumulative findings derived
from the coded response analysis. I then assess the top codes from each category
discussed in the Mapping Sessions: Good Things, Difficult Things, Threats, and
Opportunities.
In each category, the codes are discussed in two segments. The first segment is
from the facilitator’s research perspective explaining their significance and relevance
within the context of traffic safety and the APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative. The
second segment describes each top code from the student participant's perspective. Direct
quotes from students pertaining to the top codes are drawn from the facilitator’s Mapping
Session Notes to support, compare, or contrast the academic researcher’s assessment. The
findings are relayed through student narratives and serve the purpose of integrating
student voices in the development frameworks for the APS Vision Zero for Youth
Initiative.

Summary of Findings
Students were experienced observers of their built environment. Students drew
maps of their pedestrian routes, and assessed various positive and negative aspects of
their commutes. The topics discussed most frequently by students were determined by
recording, categorizing, and quantifying their responses. The following conclusions were
drawn from popular answers/opinions from students.
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1. Students identify and rely on transportation infrastructure such as signage,
stop lights, or speed bumps to regulate drivers’ behavior.
2. Students identify and rely on crosswalks and sidewalks as tools to
commute safely and spaces where they can expect safety.
3. Students identify and acknowledge neighbors, adults, school staff, or
family members as people that make walking to school safer.
4. Bad drivers who speed, don’t pay attention, or yield to pedestrians make
walking challenging and discourage students from doing so. These drivers
pose a risk to the health, well-being, and safety of student pedestrians.
5. Broken, dysfunctional, or the lack of infrastructures such as sidewalks or
crosswalks make it challenging for students to walk safely. Infrastructure
in disrepair or that is missing encourages students to take alternative, or
potentially dangerous routes.
6. Littered environments prevent students from walking to school.
7. Student pedestrians encounter perceived dangerous people or animals,
which prevents students from walking to school or in their neighborhood
8. Students experience and witness events that result in severe trauma as
pedestrians, which need to be taken into account when discussing walking
to school or pedestrian safety.
9. Students identify infrastructure improvements, maintenance, and
implementation as an opportunity to create safer conditions for student
pedestrians.
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10. Students identify behavioral changes that can be taught, learned, and
practiced as an opportunity to create safer student pedestrian conditions.
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Table 1- Mapping Session Findings
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Good Things That Make Us Feel Safe

Table 2- Mapping Session Top Codes: Good Things

In their respective ranking order, the top codes in the Good Things category were:
Other People or Community Members, Sidewalks and Paths, Stop Lights and Signs,
Crosswalks and Speed Bumps, and Family Members. The code Other People or
Community Members indicated student responses that described a person, group of
people or school staff. Students typically discussed these identified people as someone
who made them feel safe during their commute. The Sidewalks and Paths code indicated
student responses concerning infrastructure or paths that made their pedestrian
experiences easier, efficient, or provided a sense of safety and security from traffic. The
code Stop Lights and Signs and Crosswalks and Speed Bumps were assigned to student
responses that discussed signaling infrastructure or physical barriers that made students
feel safer when they crossed the street, because it stopped cars or signaled to speeding
vehicles, so students could cross-traffic. The code Family Members was assigned to
student responses that indicated students walking with their friends, parents,
grandparents, siblings, etc., which gave students a sense of security when walking to and
from school.
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The People in Our Communities
Across the seven Participant Schools, students described a wide array of
experiences about feeling safe as pedestrians. The top code category that made students
feel safe when walking was Other People or Community Members, suggesting that
student pedestrian safety is a social issue where presence, encouragement, and
supervision are essential for pedestrian safety. Another top code, Family Members,
reinforced this idea, whereas students widely acknowledged familiar faces to make
walking to school safer. “Walking with parents” and “People who care about me makes
me feel safe when I’m walking” were typical responses in these categories. When asked
about the Good Things she drew on her map, a young girl from La Mesa ES said, “I draw
when my grandma is taking me to school. Cars, La Mesa, parking cars, a guy when we go
to the door of La Mesa, he takes our temperatures. I draw my grandma and me.” This
student acknowledged that both her family and school staff play a role in making her feel
safe.
The younger students from elementary schools were more reliant on the presence
of recognizable figures. In contrast, the older middle school students tended to find safety
when walking with peers or seeing other people when walking. “My experience is pretty
good, nothing bad. A lot of other people walk; people are really friendly,” a girl from
Lyndon B. Johnson MS said. Other middle schoolers relied on friends to meet them in
designated areas they deemed safe. Students also expressed the safety they felt when
walking with other students who were not necessarily there to supervise them.
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Signs, Sidewalks, and Crosswalks
The remaining top codes, Sidewalks and Paths, Stoplights and Signs, Crosswalks
and Speed Bumps, had overlapping qualities. These codes were significant indicators that
functional transportation infrastructure facilitated student pedestrian safety. Students
often drew stop signs and sidewalks on their maps to talk about the infrastructure they
deem a component of traffic safety. Stops signs were a significant point of conversation
in most Mapping Sessions. To many students, the stop sign served the purpose of
stopping and slowing down cars, which made it easier to get across the road. This showed
that stop signs signaled a ‘node of safety’ for student pedestrians to look for. Students
often expressed their worry that cars won’t see or stop for them, which make the stop
sign necessary for students to feel empowered in crossing the street. “Many cars don’t
listen to the stop signs. They go, and they go pretty fast,” said a student from La Mesa
ES. This line of thought was very similar when discussing stoplights and speed limit
signage. Students do not control drivers’ behaviors but rely heavily on signage to regulate
driver behavior and create reliable safety points in their commute.
In terms of the Good Things category, sidewalks were often discussed as a safe
haven or barrier between students and cars. Most maps drawn by students featured a
representation of a sidewalk or walking path, as it seemed to be agreed upon by students
that the sidewalk was where walking to school takes place. However, students mentioned
the use of alternative paths such as arroyos, alleys, and fields to get away from busy
streets. Crosswalks were discussed similarly to stop signs and sidewalks; they were a
‘node of safety’ that students looked for to cross the road safely. In addition, crosswalks
signify a barrier where students expected to feel safe. “People like us (kids/neighborhood
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residents) use the crosswalk. So do people who walk to school,” said a student from
Ventana Ranch ES, emphasizing that crosswalks are something that students use to be
safe.

Things That Make It Difficult for Us to Walk

Table 3- Mapping Session Top Codes: Difficult Things

In order from most to least number of occurrences, the top codes for the Difficult
Things category were Missing Infrastructure or Signs, Speeding Cars, High Traffic
Volume, Paths in Disrepair, and Dangerous Drivers. The code Missing Infrastructure or
Signs was assigned to responses that described a setting students encountered when they
walked where transportation infrastructure was missing, broken, or dysfunctional. This
code identified responses where students indicated the need for crosswalks, sidewalks, or
signage where there was none. Speeding Cars described responses from students where
the speed at which people drive made it difficult to walk. This code was also used in the
Threats category because students find speeding cars challenging and threatening. High
Traffic Volume describes responses that indicated large bodies of traffic that made
walking to school challenging. Dangerous Drivers was a code that indicated student
responses that described drivers’ unsafe behaviors that students felt made it difficult to
walk safely.
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The Way People Drive
Three of the top codes from the Difficult Things category had human/driver
behavior as an overlapping trait. Students discussed driver and traffic behavior as
unpredictable, which presented a challenge to walk. This resulted in the grouping of top
codes: Speeding Cars, High Traffic Volume, and Dangerous Drivers. Pedestrians,
especially student youth, were vulnerable to drivers’ behaviors, and as discussed in the
Good Things category, relied heavily on infrastructure to regulate the driver behaviors.
Even though students relied on infrastructure to control driver behavior, they also
indicated a degree of mistrust in drivers to follow the road rules. For example, a student
from Alamosa ES said, “I go around there (an alternative path) because the cars go too
fast over here (the main sidewalk), so I usually go a different way. People sometimes stop
at the stop signs. At the roundabout, people usually get bothered by the noise, and they go
fast in the roundabout.” The unreliability of drivers was grounded in students’ concerns
for speeding cars. Speeding was primarily discussed in terms of drivers not paying
attention. Conversations about drivers neglecting the speed limit were often emphasized
by students’ perceptions that drivers who ignored speed limits also ignored stop signs,
crossing guards, or failed to yield to pedestrians. This deepened the perception that
students distrusted drivers’ abilities to follow the road rules. “[Something difficult] would
be the cars passing by, speeding, not paying attention to the stop signs,” said a student
from Truman MS, who discussed the obstacles he faced as a pedestrian.
The Roads are Hard to Walk On
The remaining two top codes shared the traits of identifying students’ responses
that pointed towards transportation infrastructure that was either missing, necessary, or
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dysfunctional. When discussing absent infrastructure, students often mentioned a lack of
crosswalks. As discussed in Good Things, students perceived crosswalks as integral to
crossing the street safely. When talking about the lack of crosswalks, it was often about
the need for a safe place to cross a road, but there were none available. This perception
was especially prevalent at suburban schools, such as Ventana Ranch ES or Lyndon B.
Johnson MS, where schools were nestled in neighborhoods away from arterial streets that
house more pedestrian infrastructure. A student from Lyndon B. Johnson presented a map
that depicted a road near Taylor Ranch Library that didn’t have a crosswalk. “I almost got
hit by a car when I was riding my scooter here the other day,” he said. In more urban
schools, such as Cleveland MS, students often indicated that crosswalks were missing in
places that seemed intuitive for crosswalk locations, and they often used, or have
witnessed others using, unmarked paths that were more convenient. A student from
Cleveland MS caught others crossing unmarked paths. They said, “When people are
crossing on Natalie [Street], I see a lot of people crossing the street, and there’s not even
painted lines. I don’t cross there, but I see a bunch of people crossing there, and I feel like
it’s kinda dangerous.”
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Scary or Threatening Things We Experience When We Walk

Table 4- Mapping Session Top Codes: Threats

The following codes categorized student responses from the Mapping Session
that indicated bad or scary things students drew on their maps. In order from most to least
occurrences, the top codes for Threats were Speeding Cars, Dangerous Animals,
Dangerous People, Cars That Fail to Yield, and Crime/Illegal Activity. The Speeding
Cars code category was used to identify student responses that described speeding cars
being a direct threat to their safety rather than something made it difficult for them to
walk. The Dangerous Animals code identified student responses that discussed different
animals posing a threat to student safety and referred to dogs, cats, coyotes, etc. The
Dangerous People code referred to responses where students feel threatened by the
presence of other people. Students often described dangerous people as ‘others.’ Cars
That Fail to Yield was a code that identified student responses that expressed the fear or
perceived threat of cars that don’t acknowledge student pedestrians. The code
Crime/Illegal Activity identified reactions from students who witnessed activities that
scare them when they walk. Common answers categorized by this code were from
students who witnessed shootouts, stabbings, and drunk drivers.
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Bad Drivers
The top codes, Speeding Cars, and Cars That Fail to Yield, from the Threats
category represented driver behaviors that students perceived as scary or threatening.
While these codes and responses are aligned with similar codes in the Difficult category,
they differed based on student perceptions of these situations, which were a direct threat
to their safety. Students perceived drivers that do not follow traffic rules, ignore speed,
run red lights and stop signs, or fail to yield as Difficulties. One of the main differences
between perceptions of ‘bad drivers’ between the Difficulties and Threats were the
consequences of drivers’ behavior. Students that identified poor driver behavior as a
threat referred to the consequence of being hit or struck by a car rather than the challenge
of commuting to and from destinations. When discussing the parts of his map that he
found threatening or scary, a student from Alamosa ES described the dangers of his
route: “It’s like a steady way until I go near Alamosa – that’s where the busy roads are –
the most dangerous part of getting to the school.” These conversations also paired with
discussions of broken, missing, or inadequate infrastructure references. Blind spots on the
road, a lack of safe crosswalks, or roads with large traffic volumes made bad drivers an
even more significant concern for student safety.
Things That are Dangerous to Us
The other top codes in the Threats category are Dangerous Animals, Dangerous
People, and Crime/Illegal Activity. These codes overlapped in responses pointing toward
a presence that students found scary or threatening. Similarly to discussing Good Things,
students identified that the presence of people impacted their safety as pedestrians.
However, people unfamiliar to students were perceived as dangerous or threatening in
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this context. Many students discussed encounters with unknown people as pedestrians,
stating they avoided certain areas after encountering someone who makes them
uncomfortable. For example, almost every student in the Cleveland MS mapping session
was familiar with a person identified as threatening by a student. One student explained,
“I go down an alleyway, and when I turn on the crosswalk, and there’s a guy there with
signs that say ‘Jesus saves people,’ and stuff like that. Sometimes he yells ‘Jesus saves
people’ at cars and me.” Another student from Cleveland MS identified threatening
strangers saying, “Random neighbors who ask you how your day is, where you go to
school. ‘I don’t want to tell you; you probably already know.’” Students also have an
acute awareness of crime and violence in their neighborhoods. Multiple students
described experiences they’ve had with violence or threats. Many students recalled
traumatic events during the Mapping Sessions and often referred to crime and dangerous
situations.
Dangerous animals were an essential topic when discussing threats. Students
discussed threatening animals at nearly every mapping session. Animals play a role in
students’ feelings of safety. In most schools, students explained they were sacred of dogs
they encountered as pedestrians, In some cases, students also encountered cats. In rural
schools, some students even expressed concerns about encountering coyotes. When asked
about pedestrian threats in her neighborhood, a girl from Lyndon B. Johnson said,
“Coyotes and car crashes.” At La Mesa ES, a student said, “I get startled when the dogs
bark at me,” to which another student replied, “The little dogs are the most vicious… like
little devils.” The class collectively agreed with laughter.
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Opportunities: Things That Would Make Walking to School Safer for Us

Table 5- Mapping Session Top Codes: Opportunities

The following codes described student responses recorded in the Opportunities
category. From most to least occurrences, the top codes were More Traffic Signs or
Infrastructure, Practicing Traffic and Pedestrian Safety, Cleaning Up Walkways and
Routes, Make Paths More Pedestrian-Friendly or Safer, Additional Crossing Guards,
and Walking with Others. The code More Traffic Signs or Infrastructure identified
student responses that suggested the creation of more transportation infrastructure for
pedestrians and drivers. This code included a wide array of responses. For example,
students discussed the desire for more crosswalks to cross the street safely or signage or
speedbumps that force drivers to slow down.
The code Cleaning Up Walkways and Routes was used to categorize students’
responses that indicated a desire for getting rid of the glass, needles, garbage, etc., which
signaled that a cleaner environment was safer for walking. The code Walking with Others
identified student responses that suggested walking to school was an activity that was
safer when done with others. Within this category, ‘others’ was a broad descriptor, but
students advised walking with parents, friends, staff, or dedicated groups to make
walking to school safer. Walking School Busses, where students walk a designated route
as group with an adult, is an example of a solution to this statement. Make Paths More
Pedestrian-Friendly and Safer was assigned to student responses that suggested the
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improvement of pedestrian facilities and walkability. Additional Crossing Guards was a
code that categorized the student responses that talked about the importance of hiring
more crossing guards to make walking to school safer.
The Way We Walk
The top codes in the Opportunities category signified an overlap in behavioral and
infrastructure-related solutions in improving student youth pedestrian safety. The
Practicing Traffic and Pedestrian Safety and Walking with Others codes indicated
students' behavioral solutions. Students suggested watching for cars, looking both ways,
staying on the sidewalk, or watching for strangers as safe pedestrian behavioral changes.
Students from La Mesa ES said, “Walk with a grownup because it’s safer.” “Pay
attention.” Students from Truman said, “Don’t use your cellphone when you’re crossing
the street.” Students indicated that pedestrian safety can be learned, taught, or practiced.
Making the Roads Better and Safer
Students adamantly recommended infrastructure maintenance, implementation,
and revitalization. Students also recommended additional crossing guards- especially in
middle schools, where crossing guards are not designated. Dysfunctional infrastructure
was discussed as a significant pedestrian deterrent. Students were frustrated to find
HAWK or other crossing signals that didn’t work. Students also expressed the need for
maintenance of existing sidewalks as well as the addition of sidewalks and crosswalks
where there are none. The maintenance or implementation of transportation infrastructure
may play a key role in preventing students from seeking alternative paths such as
alleyways, arroyos, or participating in jaywalking. Students also spoke to the cleanliness
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of streets as an opportunity for safer conditions and alluded that cleaner environments
create safer conditions. Across all seven Mapping Sessions, students advocated for more
pedestrian infrastructure. This included additional sidewalks, signage and signals, speed
limit monitors, and crosswalks. The lack of pedestrian infrastructure not only made it
unsafe to walk but provided fewer opportunities for pedestrian commuting.
In conclusion, students provided meaningful narrative and dialogue about
pedestrian safety. Their narratives were transcribed and coded to be categorized and
analyzed. This process prioritizes issues that are relevant and significant to student
pedestrians.
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Chapter Six: Discussion, Next Steps, & Recommendations
This conclusory chapter is a discussion about building the capacity of student
youth to impact the development of the APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative. This
discussion will triangulate between assessed participatory methodology and methods
literature, Vision Zero, other traffic safety programs, and policies and initiatives. This
information is tied into findings from the Student Mapping Sessions to bridge the gap
between institutional programs and participatory action, which demonstrates increased
degrees of agency for youth to participate in planning processes.
The APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative has a unique stance regarding its
impacts and outputs. The initiative is a component of Vision Zero and a Safe Routes to
School Program. Vision Zero initiatives typically operate ‘top-down’ with plenty of
governmental agency support. While funded federally, SRTS programs rely on top-down
institutional action and community advocacy for policy changes and programs for youth.
Utilizing Vision Zero and SRTS frameworks, include both top-down and bottom-up
frameworks, which build student capacity through participatory methods, which allows
students’ knowledge to influence local transportation policies and actions.

APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative Outputs & Next Steps
The three main outputs for the APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative are the
Traffic Safety Curriculum for grades K-8, the APS Vision Zero Traffic Safety Campaign,
and the APS Vision Zero Action Plan. The following section discusses the Student
Mapping Sessions findings and their implications for the initiative outputs.
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Within the top codes identified in the Mapping Session findings, a subset of codes
were identified with the tag “programmatic intervention.” This tag identifies
programmatic possibilities to be addressed by the APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative.
For example, the top-code, Family Members, from the Good Things category, can be
integrated into the curriculum or campaign components of the APS Vision Zero for
Youth Initiative by implementing lessons on walking with others, or a campaign program
that recruits trusted adults to walk with students via a walking school bus. A top code that
may not be tagged for ‘programmatic intervention’ from the Difficult Things category is
the ‘Missing Infrastructure or Signs’ code. While the APS Vision Zero for Youth
Initiative can include awareness of this issue, it cannot directly influence infrastructure,
whereas CABQ has the right-of-way. Programmatic interventions signify areas in which
the APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative can address regional pedestrian safety goals
through education for students, school neighborhoods, and communities.
APS Vision Zero Traffic Safety Curriculum
Designing a Traffic Safety Curriculum is enhanced by student knowledge of local
pedestrian conditions. From the Opportunities category, one of the top codes was
‘Practicing Traffic and Pedestrian Safety,’ which means students see an enormous
responsibility and duty to practice safe pedestrian behavior.
APS Vision Zero Campaign
The goal of the APS Vision Zero Campaign is to create an attitude and culture
shift about traffic safety in schools. Leveraging relevant student findings to determine
students’ perceptions and ideas of traffic safety can inform appropriate campaign
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strategies that address these issues. Student perceptions of traffic safety must be available
to APS members creating campaign materials.
APS Vision Zero Action Plan
The APS Vision Zero Action Plan identifies overarching district traffic safety
goals. The determined goals must have indicators that can be measured and evaluated.
The Action Plan is a potential avenue for student outreach and participation. Action Plan
frameworks should be based on student definitions of successes and failures regarding
assets and deficiencies identified in the Mapping Sessions. Timelines for goals and their
evaluation must be established.
Traffic Safety Walk Survey
The Traffic Safety Walk Survey is a tool to further engage student youth in the
planning process of the APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative, strategy for the Traffic
Safety Walk Survey. Facilitating the Student Mapping Sessions with more than 150
students was fruitful in gathering experiential knowledge to guide the development of the
APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative. It is, however, not currently feasible for APS CMP
to facilitate Mapping Sessions to collect experiential student traffic safety knowledge on
a larger scale. The Walk Survey is a tool designed to reach a larger student population to
further develop the initiative.

The Integrity of Student Participation & Data
Institutions and agencies engaged in transportation infrastructure and safety
initiatives can actualize community determination and meaningful engagement
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opportunities. This project demonstrates youth as active participants in APS’s Vision
Zero initiative’s design process. The initiative outputs need to embody the student
findings and outcomes from participatory engagements to move from performative
engagements to collaborative developments and strategies.
To maintain the integrity of student knowledge, evaluation frameworks must be
developed to hold initiative developers accountable. This section considers two viable
evaluation frameworks. The first framework is a participatory checklist that lists
requirements and standards for maintaining the integrity of student participation. The
second framework ensures the integration of the Mapping Session Findings by creating a
template of action items that are a high priority as determined by students.
Participatory Checklist
The purpose of the Participatory Checklist is to hold developers of the APS
Vision Zero for Youth Initiative responsible for integrating student participation into its
outputs. This framework informs students of the problem they are helping solve,
identifies problems, prioritizes their input, maintains student participation throughout
development processes, and encourages student evaluation of initiative effectiveness. See
appendix H.
Action Items Rubric
The purpose of the Action Items Rubric is to provide actionable traffic safety
interventions, not only for the APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative, but for partner
agencies aligned with pedestrian safety goals. The rubric takes the findings from the
Mapping Sessions and identifies short- and long-term traffic safety solutions to problems
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identified by student research participants. Action Items are specifically addressed for the
APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative Traffic Safety Curriculum, Traffic Safety
Awareness Campaign, and Vision Zero Action Plan. Action items for these components
aim to fill in the gap for regional pedestrian and traffic safety, as APS does not have
right-of-way to address transportation infrastructure. Long-term and short-term action
items are given for partners agencies that can address infrastructural, program
development, and engagement strategies. See Appendix H to refer to the Participatory
Checklist and the Action Items Rubric.

Formal Recommendations
The following section contains formal recommendations for APS and local
transportation safety stakeholders. Recommended actions pertain to the integrity of
student knowledge in the APS Vision Zero for Youth Initiative along with local
transportation safety actions.
APS must follow through with their engagement efforts. Most importantly, the
Traffic Safety Walk Survey has yet to be initiated. This process is essential to further
engage students and tap into the knowledge of student pedestrian safety. APS must also
follow through in the facilitation and maintenance of the existing APS Vision Zero Task
Force. The task force must be guided with the representation of student findings, which
will further the reach of student impact.
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APS
•

Maintain the integrity of student knowledge by streamlining processes for
integrating student feedback.

•

Hold the Vision Zero Task Force, Capital Master Plan, and all
contributors accountable for guiding the initiative’s development per
student feedback and findings.

•

Ensure participation of students and school staff on the APS Vision Zero
Task Force by prioritizing their schedules and accommodating to them.

•

Implement use Participatory Checklist and utilize in the AP Vision Zero
Action Plan.

•

Implement the use of the Action Items Rubric and utilize in the Vision
Zero Action Plan.

•

Present and inform partner agencies and groups about the APS Vision
Zero for Youth Initiative. This includes the CABQ Vision Zero Task
Force, Safe Routes to School Groups, local community groups, and
neighboring school districts.

•

Maximize reach of student participation by sharing findings with CABQ
and Regional groups working in transportation safety, Safe Routes to
School Groups, local community groups, and neighboring school districts.

•

APS to work with CABQ to allocate crossing guards to Middle Schools.
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Partner Agencies
•

Expand community engagement strategies to include Participatory
Methods in which stakeholders have great influence over planning
processes.

•

Integrate stakeholder feedback into program and policy development.

•

Prioritize youth as planning process stakeholders.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Terms & Definitions
Acronym

AMPA
APS
APS CMP
APSVZYI
CABQ
CBPR
CDC
CMP
ELL
ES
FHWA
FTE
GES
GIS
HAWK
HFIN
MRCOG
MRMPO
MS
NHTSA
NMDOT
NMSRTS
PSAP
RTSAP
SLP
SPED
SRTS
STIP
SWOT
TAP
TIP

Definition
Albuquerque Metropolitan Planning Area
Albuquerque Public Schools
Albuquerque Public Schools-Capital Master Plan
Albuquerque Public School's Vision Zero for Youth Initiative
City of Albuquerque
Community Based Participatory Research
Center for Disease Control
Capital Master Plan
English Language Learner
Elementary School
Federal Highway Association
Full-Time Equivalent
Graphic Enterprise Services
Geographic Information Systems
High Intensity Activated Network
High Fatal and Injury Network
Mid-Region Council of Governments
Mid-Region Metropolitan Organization
Middle School
National Highway Transportation Safety Association
New Mexico Department of Transportation
New Mexico Safe Routes to School
Pedestrian Safety Action Plan
Regional Transportation Safety Action Plan
Speech-Language Pathology
Special Education
Safe Routes to School
Statewide Transportation Improvement Program
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats
Transportation Alternative Program
Transportation Improvement Program
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TZD
UNM
US
USDOT

Towards Zero Deaths
University of New Mexico
United States
United States Department of Transportation
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Appendix B: Vision Zero Pilot School Prioritization Matrix Scoring Rubric

Table 6- Pilot School Prioritization Data
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Appendix C: Student Mapping Session Demographics

Table 7- Mapping Session Demographic Data: Race

Table 8-Mapping Session Demographic Data: Special Education

Table 9-Mapping Session Demographic Data: English Language Learner

Table 10- Mapping Session Demographic Data: Gender
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Table 11-Mapping Session Demographic Data: Home Language
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Appendix D: Mapping Session Data: Coded Student Responses

Table 12- Mapping Session Coded Responses: Good Things
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Table 13- Mapping Session Coded Responses: Difficult Things
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Table 14- Mapping Session Coded Responses: Threats
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Table 15- Mapping Session Coded Responses: Opportunities
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Appendix E: Mapping Session Data

Table 16- Mapping Session Responses: La Mesa ES Mapping Session #1

Table 17- Mapping Session Responses: La Mesa ES Mapping Session #2
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Table 18- Mapping Session Responses: La Mesa ES Mapping Session #3

Table 19- Mapping Session Responses: Cleveland MS Mapping Session
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Table 21- Mapping Session Responses: Monte Vista ES Mapping Session

Table 20- Mapping Session Responses: Ventana Ranch ES Mapping Session
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Table 22- Mapping Session Responses: Truman MS Mapping Session

Table 23- Mapping Session Responses: LBJ MS Mapping Session #1
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Table 24- Mapping Session Responses: LBJ MS Mapping Session #2

Table 25- Mapping Session Responses: Alamosa ES Mapping Session #1
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Table 26- Mapping Session Responses: Alamosa ES Mapping Session #2
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Appendix F: Traffic Safety Walk Survey Instrument

Figure 10- Walk Survey Instrument Questions 1-3
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Figure 11- Walk Survey Instrument Questions 4-8
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Figure 12- Walk Survey Instrument Question 9
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Figure 13- Walk Survey Instrument Question 10
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Figure 14- Walk Survey Instrument Questions 11
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Figure 15- Walk Survey Instrument Question 12

90

Figure 16- Walk Survey Instrument Questions 13
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Appendix G: Mapping Session Analysis Professional Document

Figure 17- Mapping Session Analysis Intro Page
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Figure 18- Mapping Session Analysis Page 2
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Figure 19- Mapping Session Analysis Page 3
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Figure 20- Mapping Session Analysis Page 4
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Figure 21- Mapping Session Analysis Page 5
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Figure 22- Mapping Session Analysis Page 6
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Figure 23- Mapping Session Analysis Page 7
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Figure 24- Mapping Session Analysis Page 8
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Figure 25- Mapping Session Analysis Page 9
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Figure 26- Mapping Session Analysis Page 10
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Figure 27- Mapping Session Analysis Page 11
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Figure 28- Mapping Session Analysis Page 12
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Figure 29- Mapping Session Analysis Page 13
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Figure 30- - Mapping Session Analysis Page 14
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Figure 31- Mapping Session Analysis Page 15
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Figure 32- Mapping Session Analysis Page 16
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Figure 33 - Mapping Session Analysis Page 17
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Appendix H: Participatory Guides & Rubric

Figure 34- Participatory Document Summary & Guide
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Figure 35- Student Participatory Checklist
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Figure 36- Vision Zero Action Items Rubric
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Figure 37- Vision Zero Action Items Rubric Page 2
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Figure 38- Vision Zero Action Items Rubric Page 3
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Figure 39- Vision Zero Action Items Rubric Page 4
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Figure 40- Vision Zero Action Items Rubric Page 5
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